The ability to cheaply train text classifiers is critical to their use in information retrieval, content analysis, natural language processing, and other tasks involving data which is partly or fully textual.
@ this paper, we treat only the case q = 2, so there are two classes Cl = C and Cz = C, with
In this case it is useful to express the relative posterior probabilities of C and C as an odds ratio:
Given the huge number of possible w's, estimation of P(w lC)/P(w la) by direct observation the training set is futile. By making certain independence assumptions [21], we can make the decomposition:
Then, using the fact that P(CIW) = 1 -P(CIW), plus some arithmetic manipulations, we can get the following expression for P(CIW): (We let i, j = 1 for C, i,~= 2 for C.) We then should assign the example to class C exactly when:
For instance, if we desire minimum error rate (both types of incorrect decisions are equally bad) the appropriate losses would be 112 = 121 = 1 and ill = Izz = 0. 
